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Business Problems in Real Estate 

Network 
 
 

 
 
Significant changes in the Real Estate world have occurred in the past twenty years. 
The explosive growth of the Internet accompanied by the creation of social networks 
has made information ubiquitous. Smart phones and mobile devices put the world in our 
palms. Facebook and LinkedIn enable instantaneous direct relationships among   
individuals on opposite sides of the world. Yet relation between Real Estate Network to 
Customer lags behind. Potential business partners in the same town may not be aware 
of one another. Transparency is lacking. Even after identifying a potential business 
partner, that potential partner’s “business quality” is often difficult to appraise.  
 
 
Another major problem is how we determine whether the future value of the asset will 
increase. Should we wait with our hard earned capital a little longer for something better 
in future or this is the best time to invest. 
 
Global Real Estate is not transparent. Without Transparency problems relating to 
transaction processes, regulatory & legal frameworks, corporate governance, 
performance measurement and data availability arises. Higher Real Estate 
transparency is associated with stronger investor and corporate real estate activity 
 
Ultimately, trust is a problem. How can we determine whether a company or company 
executive with whom we have never done business is trustworthy?  
 
Real Estate Investment Sustainability has moved beyond a gimmick and become part of 
corporate governance, management and reporting systems, supply chains, and the 
basic functioning of many companies—increasing the value of sustainable property 
investment. 
 
Global change and Uncertainty is real and it is high time we should realize what it mean 
for Real Estate investment.  
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AIREN Blockchain Network 
 
 
 
 
1. How do you find real estate investment quickly and credibly? 
 
2. How do you assure the quality of potential business partners and the quality 

of products/services you plan to purchase?  
3. How do you find hidden demands of Real Estate in a targeted way?  
4. How do you assure that you will be secured at present and in future? 
 
AIREN Proposition  
 
An AI Governed Real Estate 
network that connects Real Estate 
buyers, sellers and investors to 
interconnected products/services 
and companies in a fashion that: 

 
1. Shortens the search cycle 

and identifies potential 
business partners in a 
credible way  

2. Makes Real Estate industry 
more transparent and shortens 
due diligence time and effort (w/ 
references, endorsements, etc.)  

3. Does AI-based advertising 
based on the requirements of 
clients.  

4. Enhances trust in buyers with predicting the future value of the asset and which 
areas to invest and when. 

 
 
 
 
A major goal of AIREN is to ensure and maintain credibility, both within and 

outside the network. There are several ways to achieve this. Basic authentication 

of potential network members is at the first level.  
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AIREN Artificial Intelligent Network 
 
 
 
The challenges are to learn from heterogeneous data, available through multiple 
channels; to deal with uncertain information; to identify and process rare events beyond 
the purely statistic approaches; to work with knowledge sources as well as data 
sources, integrating models and ontologies in the learning process; and finally to obtain 
good learning performance with little data, in cases where big data sources are not 
common. 
 
 
Blockchain provides a powerful tool for managing transactions in current and more 
importantly future economy, but Blockchain is just a tool and it can prove of great value 
if it could be used in the right way. 
A blockchain-based framework designed to serve the needs of AI Agents as they 
interact with each other and with external customers can enable the emergence of a 
collective intelligence. And it is critical that this framework be designed with positive 
principles in mind. 
 
Machine learning combined with Blockchain, in one of its dimensions, is to identify 
regularities, patterns, in the data and represent them in a model. The concept of model 
is diverse: statistical, probabilistic or formal as a finite state machine etc. The purpose of 
learning is to then use this model to predict the values associated with new data. The 
approach differs in here from the attempt to reason, to represent and process 
knowledge, other conventional paradigms of AI.  
Significant work has been done to formalize causality in terms of a machine learning 
problem: given a few hundreds of ML problems for which the causality status is known, 
the point is to learn the causality status. Extensions (in the multi-variate case and for 
temporal data) will be considered.  
 
Home users put their movies on YouTube and their images on Flickr; journalists and 

scientists set up web pages to disseminate news and research results; and audio-visual 

archives from TV broadcasts are opening to the public. In 2018, it is expected that 

nearly 80% of the Internet traffic will be due to videos, and that it would take an 

individual over 5 million years to watch the amount of video that will cross global IP 

networks each month by then. Thus, there is a pressing and in fact increasing demand 

to annotate and index this visual content for home and professional users alike. The 

available text and audio metadata is typically not sufficient by itself for answering most 

queries, and visual data must come into play. On the other hand, it is not imaginable to 

learn the models of visual content required to answer these queries by manually and 

precisely annotating every relevant concept, object, scene, or action category in a 

representative sample of everyday conditions – if only because it may be difficult, or 

even impossible to decide a priority what are the relevant categories and the proper 

granularity level.  
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AIREN Vision 
 
 

 

The fundamental Real Estate 

problem is trust problem, 

particularly in Third World 

Countries. AIREN will use 

blockchain technology – smart 

contracts and smart wallets, for 

example, to build that trust. We 

will assure that, after successful 

deposits of capital, the consumer 

or buyer gets the asset or 

services. 

 
We are close to reaching critical mass. Our AIREN token offering will provide capital for 
marketing and user acquisition that will significantly reduce the time to achieve it. 

 

We provide AIREN Cloud services that allow companies to store their marketing 

collateral (white papers, specifications, pictures, videos, etc.). We apply 

machine learning to large databases to match business partners and 

recommend products/services and companies. We have begun use of 

blockchain technology to solve trust problems in Real Estate deal-making and 

payments. 

 

The Artificial Intelligence will help our buyers to find assets whose value is likely 

to increase in Future. The buyers can be helped via possible future gains on 

Real Estate, the locality to get developed in Future. 
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Our Solution 

 

 
 
 
 
Residential property accounts for over 80% in global total real asset and is the most 
important part of the real estate market. Since residential property is mostly self-
occupied properties, its ownership is most dispersed and closely linked with the wealth 
of ordinary people. The investment potential of residential property is yet to be fully 
unlocked due to its poor liquidity. The global real estate market and global economy as 
a whole will be greatly improved if the residential properties’ liquidity were accelerated. 
 
In combination with the advantages of blockchain and the global development trend, 
blockchain real estate investment model will likely cover the future global real estate 
investment at a sweeping rate, and eliminate the traditional real estate investment 
model. Based on this we have fragmented the property right via smart contract referring 
to the property securitization approach, and has pioneered a blockchain + smart 
contract business model. It will reverse the global circulation of real estate, thereby 
affecting the global economic development. 
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AIREN will facilitate Ownership Verification and Ownership Recording of Buyer's and 
Seller's Banks via Unified Distributed Ledger with Smart Contracts. This will happen by 
creating unified property store and asset transfer platform for the global real estate 
industry. 

We will keep safe the official land registry records in which transfers of real estate are 
recorded. We at AIREN will take care of the legal transfer of the property and the legal 
registration of that transfer. 

The Buyer and Seller both are protected via AIREN network of Unified Distributed 
Ledger with Smart Contracts. The transparency of the system help the buyers to gain 
trust and much faster solution is guaranteed in case some issue arises.  
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With AI in a decentralized, open network. It should not be dependent on any exterior 
economy and should not discriminate access to participate. Anyone will be able to use 
or provide AI services on the network. It is a free, permission less. 
 

As a company we are born to accelerate AI development. It is as much an ideological 
vision as an economic one. The network must both regulate behavior in the network, 
and incentivize the creation of new AI nodes and more AI processing. So our third 
objective is to ensure the economic logic facilitates dramatic growth. 
 
We aim to provide resources to projects and technologies that are democratically 
approved as beneficial, both in the present as well as in a forthcoming global AI 
economy, and open market, and so our second objective is to maximize open and 
international access to a world of developers. 
 

Making sense of “big data’’ with AI requires interpreting it through the prism of 
knowledge about the data content, organization, and meaning. Moreover, domain 
knowledge is often the language closest to the users, be they specialized domain 
experts or novice end users of a data intensive application. Expressive and scalable 
tools for OBDA (Ontology Based Data Access) are thus a key factor in the success of 
big data applications. 
 
The interface between knowledge representation formalisms (such as some description 
logics or classes of existential rules) and database engines. The team builds highly 
efficient OBDA tools with a particular focus on scaling up to very large databases; this 
can be seen as augmenting database engines with reasoning capabilities, and 
deploying them in a cloud setting for scale. We also investigates Novel ways of 
interacting with large, complex data and knowledge. Semantics is also investigated as a 
means to integrate and make sense of heterogeneous, complex content, in repositories 
of rich, heterogeneous Web data, in particular applied to journalistic fact checking. 
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Millstones and Roadmap 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 Real Estate Network – Done 
 

 Critical Mass – Ongoing 
 

 Real Estate Cloud for Marketing Material (Specs, White Paper, Video, etc.) – 
Ongoing 

 
 Real Estate Big Data, AI,  Machine Learning Matching and Business Mapping – 

Ongoing 
 

 Blockchain for Real Estate trust and International – Next Step 
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Market Transparency in Real Estate 

 

 
 
 
 
Blockchain Technology accompanied by AI helps in Global Real Estate Transparency. It 
quantifies transparency based on blockchain relating to transaction processes, 
regulatory & legal frameworks, corporate governance, performance measurement and 
data availability. Higher real estate transparency is associated with stronger investor 
and corporate real estate activity. 
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Token Offering 
 
 
 
AIREN Creation 

 
AIREN will create an ERC20 standard token (“AIRE”) on the Ethereum platform and will 
issue such tokens to Ethereum wallets. 
 
AIREN Allocation 
 
Potential corporate demand in our ecosystem for AIREN Token for Real Estate sales, 
marketing and international buy can be in the tens or even hundreds of billions of 
dollars. 
 
AIREN issues 90,000,000 AIRE 
 
• 50% or 45,000,000 released for the token offering 
 
• 5% or 4,500,000 used over the next 3-5 years, airdropped to our buying and 
sales users to acquire users, encourage users to invite others and incentivize their sales 
and advertising interactions. This will also incentivize their companies to use more 
AIREN on our platforms and buy AIREN from the open market. The airdrop will be 
strictly disciplined, so as not to affect the market 
 
• 20% or 18,000,000 reserved for marketing, user acquisition and other needs. 
Again, use of tokens will be strictly disciplined with market conditions 
 
• 15% or 13,500,000 reserved for future company usage 
 
• 10% or 9,000,000 reserved mostly for the team and some for stakeholders. 
There is also a 6-month lock-up period after the ICO. After that, monthly sales limits 
apply. For team awards, there will be a vesting period of 4 years spreading the token 
award on a monthly basis over a 48-month period starting from their first date at the job 
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Token Utilization: 
 

 
 
 
 
Allocation of Raised Funds: 
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AIREN plans to raise a $19,000,000 hard cap through this token offering, with a 0.20 
USD listing price. We plan to do $5M for presale and $14M for public sale, totaling 40M 
tokens. We will use 5M tokens as bonuses for big purchasers and early birds. We will 
burn the leftover tokens. 
 
• 30% of the proceeds will be used for marketing, user acquisition, etc. 
 
• 24% of the proceeds will be used for product development, team hiring and 
network infrastructure 
 
• 40% of the proceeds will be reserved for compliance, tax and other uses 
 
• 6% for token offering related costs including legal, marketing and token offering 
team, etc. 
 
 
 
 
 
 


